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ABSTRACT 
Context-aware devices, which detect the use context in 
order to adapt the device behavior in appropriate means, 
provide challenging design tasks in the field of human-
computer interaction. Especially, mobile handheld devices 
form a potential group for context-aware applications, since 
they are used in various different kind of situations, and the 
prioritized applications and interaction styles can change 
dynamically. Special care for interaction and user interface 
design is needed for the limited size of input and output 
methods. Also, the device has to meet user’s demands as 
well in efficiency and acceptability as with the ethical 
issues in privacy and control. This paper draws together 
aspects of human-computer interaction in context-aware 
mobile handheld devices, and introduces author’s research 
plan for the considered topic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During last ten years, mobile handheld devices have 
become part of everyday life. When information and 
technology development enable more complicated 
functions and services to be integrated, the role of mobile 
device as a generic tool in every day life grows. This brings 
possibilities as well as difficulties to the user, as (s)he has 
to manage growing number of features and ever increasing 
information push. 

Context-awareness has been introduced as a potential step 
in future technology development, as it offers possibilities 
e.g. to smart environments, adaptive user interfaces, and 
more flexible use of devices. In [3], the context is defined 
as "any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object 

that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user 
and an application, including the user and applications 
themselves". With context-aware (CA) devices it is 
assumed, that the device is aware of the use situation, its 
inner state and user’s willingness and habits of completing 
appropriate actions under certain conditions.  

Mobile handheld devices are used in various kinds of 
situations, which change dynamically and employ different 
preferred features according to the particular situation. As 
the input and output functionalities are limited because of 
the small size of the device, the efficient  input capability 
and presentation of the relevant information are 
emphasized. Mobility and size requirements set special 
needs for the user interface design and interaction methods 
[10], [17]. Thus, development of context-aware 
applications concerns especially mobile devices, as they 
form a well-suitable platform for it. 

So far, the research on context-aware devices has 
approached the topic mainly from the enabling technology 
point of view, and not much attention is devoted to 
usability issues related to application and user interface 
design. The existing prototyping has been done more in 
order to demonstrate the device functionality than test the 
aspect of human-computer interaction. The issues 
concerning the usability and end-user acceptance have not 
been focused and user interfaces not been optimized. 
Although, it has been identified that interaction and user 
interface design needs to be considered, and without careful 
concern of these issues problems may appear [5]. However, 
the discussion has so far remained more on the level of 
speculation than actual research dedicated to these issues. 

This study introduces how the author intends to contribute 
to the research on the field with her post-graduate research, 
and is organized as follows. First, the current state of the 
research on context-awareness in mobile devices is 
introduced. Then, issues related to the use of context-aware 
devices are described. After that, the research problems and 
current state of the study of author’s PhD research are 
described. Finally, research results up to date are presented. 
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MOBILE DEVICES WITH CONTEXT-AWARENESS 
There is lot of research done in the field of data mining, 
sensor data fusion and recommendation systems, which 
contribute to the development of smart applications, where 
the device is aware of the surrounding world [6], [14], [16]. 
A context-aware mobile device can gather the data e.g. 
from integrated sensors, surrounding devices and network,  
localized tags, and also user input information [13]. CA 
systems should be able to hide complex technology and 
swift data flow surrounding us and provide the user with 
information and actions, which (s)he needs and expects. By 
using the context information, the device should adapt to 
each use situation with improved usability [19].  

The research combines different aspects from the field of 
information systems. Data mining techniques are used for 
processing the raw data and for context recognition [16]. 
Since context recognition always depends of multiple 
variables, pattern matching and decision support is needed 
to perform correct actions, when contradicting or noisy data 
is obtained. From the enormous amount of available data, 
the device should be able to select the relevant information 
and present it in usable and understandable way. The 
devices should be smart enough to understand, what are the 
user’s needs, make decisions and proceed the adequate 
actions without interrupting or confusing the user. 

Location is probably the most commonly used variable in 
context recognition. There has been a number of studies 
and demonstrations concerning location-aware mobile 
applications such as shopping assistants and tour guides, 
see e.g. [1], [2]. Usually, the system operates in a pre-
defined framework, where the user attempts to achieve 
some specified goal. The device is used to support actions 
related to some particular topic in a limited environment, 
e.g. in a museum or shopping mall. Also, user’s personal 
information, such as reminders or calendar notes, can be 
used with location information to provide location-based 
reminders or messages to the user, as with CybreMinder 
[4]. Another approach is to employ a system, where the 
device observes the user’s behavior and learns to adapt to 
the manner which is perceived to be useful at a certain 
location as was done with the comMotion system [18]. 

Sensor data can be used e.g. to recognize the usage 
situation from e.g. illumination, temperature, noise level, 
and user’s motions, as described e.g. for mobile phones in 
[6] and [16], and PDA in [11]. Here, the contextual 
information is suggested to be used e.g. for ringing tone 
settings and screen layout adaptation. 

A large number of existing studies make use of additional 
web-based services, as e.g. with CybreMinder, when 
location sensitive reminders are defined [4]. The problem 
with these approaches is that they typically make good use 
of large screen and desktop-like browser interfaces, but 
they are not very well suited to mobile handheld devices. 

USING A CONTEXT-AWARE DEVICE 
Interaction and user interface design in context-aware 
applications become critical since poor design may give 
rise to annoying or privacy violating issues [5]. 
Applications that tend to disturb users with unnecessary 
messages or interrupt their primary tasks do not meet the 
goals of smart devices, which should offer improved 
usability and flexibility. 

With conventional devices, the interaction is based on the 
assumption that the user knows what he wants and proceeds 
actions in order to gain that goal. However, the approach 
with CA devices may many times be quite the opposite. 
User modeling for CA devices is demanding, as in many 
situations we cannot ask “what is it what you want”, since 
the device is assumed to be able to predict her/his actions to 
some extend. Also, user may not be aware all of the 
possibilities present in the particular usage situation. On the 
other hand, the user may be overwhelmed with information 
flow and opportunities to act following e.g. from location 
sensitive information, situation recognition, time sensitive 
settings or surrounding smart devices.  

The interaction design has to take into account that not all 
the information is relevant to present to the user, but also 
maintain, that the user at all the time has the control over 
the device. The device should also be smart enough to 
understand what kinds of actions are more important. Thus, 
intelligent systems and decision support is to be considered. 
Also, the interaction methods must remain intuitive and 
consistent despite of the fact that CA devices deal with a 
large number of different data and are able to provide much 
more information that the user is willing to take in use 
situation. To meet these demands, mixed-initiative user 
interfaces, which combine user and device initiated actions 
depending on each particular the usage situation, can 
provide enhancements to conventional solutions [12]. 

A CA device should be able to learn from the use 
situations, and chronological and concurrent events [16]. 
The teaching of the device should mainly maintain 
autonomous remaining hidden from the user, as special 
training sessions usually require extra effort and cause 
discomfort. The priority order of the occurring tasks with 
conflicting context information must also be considered, as 
situations may occur, when the device has to decide which 
contextual model is most probable and which actions are 
most excusable if the reasoning has failed. The reliability of 
the CA applications will be critical when the acceptability 
of the device is considered.  

One has to also consider how much the user is willing to let 
the device to guide her/his actions. It cannot be allowed 
that the device would limit user’s behavior for example by 
neglecting certain messages by assuming that the user is 
not interested in them. The device should be able to adapt 
its behavior not only with the novel user phase but also in 
the long run. The user might become interested in new 



 

topics, which may change his previous profile. Also, the 
privacy issues become relevant. There have been a large 
number of visions of applications, where the device 
interacts with other surrounding devices [13]. For instance, 
the device can be able to collect the data from surroundings 
to recognize the persons in nearby and inform the user if 
some of his friends are close. But, in order to sustain 
privacy, the user has to be able to define when he wants to 
stay anonymous, and when the device should appear as 
invisible to the surrounding digital world. 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The aim of the research is to study interaction methods and 
the user-centric performance of context-aware applications 
for mobile handheld devices. During the research process, 
the interaction design and the usability testing methods for 
mobile handheld devices are developed further in order to 
improve them to meet the needs for context-aware 
applications. The research includes the design of user 
interface and interaction methods for a selected CA 
application implemented on a mobile phone. This will be 
tested and verified with users. The research combines the 
knowledge from various fields, e.g. data mining, 
information processing and human-computer interaction. 
The methods used vary according to the state of the 
research process, and contain e.g. software development, 
software and hardware integration, UI design and usability 
testing. 

CURRENT STATE OF THE STUDY AND RESULTS UP 
TO DATE 
Work done to date includes post-graduate studies   
concerning information technology, interaction methods, 
and usability, conducted in University of Oulu, Finland, 
and Griffith University, Australia. The research attended 
contains the studies of different aspects of adaptive and 
context-aware user interfaces for mobile handheld devices. 
The publications to date consist of contributing into four 
long papers as one of the authors.  

The first two papers, ‘On-line Personalization of a Touch 
Screen Based Keyboard’ [9], and ‘Dynamic Auditory Cues 
for Event Importance Level’ [7], concentrated on rather 
specified focus, where dynamic adaptation of selected user 
interface feature was studied. In [9], touch screen 
implemented keyboard was modified according to user’s 
dialing points in order to better match her/his personal 
typing style defined e.g. by grip and physical dimensions of 
the hand. The introduced principle can be used as an 
application itself or e.g. as a keypad design and testing tool. 
The [7] studied the effect of different manipulation factors 
(vibrato, length reverberation with and without high-
frequency filtering and high-frequency filtering alone)  on 
the perceived importance level of sounds. Subjects were 
asked to evaluate the change in importance level of the 
sound series, which consisted of auditory signals with 
gradually increasing or decreasing modification factor. The 
effects most clearly related to increasing importance level 

were the fasted vibrato and least amount of high-frequency 
filtering.  

After these research projects, the research was driven 
towards fundamental picture of interaction issues of context 
aware mobile devices. ‘Context Studio – Tool for 
Personalizing Contest-Aware Application in Mobile 
Terminals’ [17] focuses on the core area of the PhD 
research, and examines the context-based behavior in 
mobile handheld devices with applications, where user can 
define the environment conditions for triggering context 
sensitive actions. The results suggest the following. Users are 
able to select conditions for context-based behavior of 
applications, but the variation in between individual users’ 
strategies differ from each others considerable amount. 
Thus, user interfaces should be designed to take into 
account different strategies users employ on defining the 
context. When user defined contextual setting for triggering 
actions are considered, users seem to have two different 
approaches using contexts: select only the minimum 
amount of contexts or select contexts from all available 
context types. 

The most lately conducted research reported in ‘Interaction 
with Location Aware Device in City Environment’ [8] 
focuses interaction, usability and acceptance of location-
aware messaging in city environment.  The research 
methodology consisted of interviews and paper-prototyping 
with an imaginary location-sensitive application. The 
results highlighted the following. Firstly, personal 
information integrated with location information was 
considered to be useful both in a sense of setting people’s 
own location-based notes or the ones resulting from a 
device’s decision making logic. However, additional care 
must be taken when designing such a decision-making 
logic, as wrong decisions will result in disturbance and 
inconvenience for the user. Secondly, with contextual push 
messaging, the subjects were concerned about 
advertisement, which was expected to be heavy. Subjects 
clearly expressed their desire to have control over the 
content and amount of the received information and have 
the ability to filter the incoming messages in order to meet 
their individual preferences. Personalization was highly 
valued. Thirdly, scalability in information presentation was 
strongly supported, as people assumed they would have 
different needs in different usage situations. 

At the moment, the author is working with implementing 
location-aware messaging functionality to a mobile 
demonstrator, where the results of [8] and [17] are used in 
designing the user interface. Tests in a city environment 
will follow shortly after, and the results are estimated to be 
available in the end of October 2003. After that, the study is 
expanded to cover a handheld device with integrated 
sensors, which are used for low-level context recognition. 
Selected contextual application is designed and 
implemented. To verify the application, usability tests will 
be arranged. 
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